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A colored hybrid Petri net-based modeling approach for performance
analysis of a multi-modal transportation system

Karima Outafraout1, El houcine Chakir El Alaoui1 and Ahmed Nait-Sidi-Moh2

Abstract— This article deals with the study and analysis of
a multi-modal transportation system (MTS) consisting of a bus
shuttle connecting two passengers exchange stations belonging
each to another transportation mode (as train lines in our case).
The MTS is studied in this paper as a hybrid dynamical system
(HDS). The purpose of this paper is to model, simulate and
evaluate the performances of the MTS by a colored hybrid
Petri nets based model (CHPNs). Owing to the developed model
it is possible to analyze the system evolution over time and
evaluate passengers waiting times in the two exchange stations.
In addition, we show how the number of used buses on the
network impact the passengers waiting times. With the aim
to illustrate and validate the proposed approach, a concrete
scenario is studied. Performed simulations and obtained results
are reported and analyzed.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the growth of transportation demand
and the requirements of public transport users, have made
urban traffic one of the significant socio-economic issues in
urban city life. At the same time, the transport networks
amplification by the increasing number of vehicles, lines and
stations, as well as the appearance of new concepts such as
the multimodality have made public transportation and its
management a major challenge to sustainable development.
A MTS can be defined as the combination of two or more
different modes of transport (train, bus, subway, tram, etc.)
to perform the displacement of passengers (or goods) from
an origin to a destination (Fig. 1). The study and the analysis
of these MTSs have become one of the major preoccupations
of researchers in the field of public transport to improve the
quality of services provided to users. The studied MTS in
this paper includes two exchange stations belonging each
to a train line as illustrated by red circle in Fig. 1. The
passengers exchange between these stations is ensured by
bus shuttles. In this paper, we are interested by modeling,
analyzing and evaluating performances of the studied MTS
in terms of passengers waiting times.

Similarly to manufacturing systems and communications
networks, MTSs can be seen as HDSs. The behavior of
these systems is mainly characterized by two kinds of
phenomena : discrete events corresponding to the arrivals
and departures of the transportation means (trains, buses,...),
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and continuous dynamics corresponding to the movements of
passengers (as continuous flows) into the exchange stations.
In fact, some interactions exist between the discrete events
and the continuous dynamics which influence each others
behavior. For example, the vehicles arrivals and departures
control the start and the end of disembarking and boarding
operations of passengers. In order to analyze and represent
the complex behavior of the considered MTSs, the first step
is to well understand, thanks to an appropriate model, the
internal functioning of these systems. Indeed, hybrid Petri
nets (HPNs) have been proven to be a powerful modeling
formalism for various kinds of HDSs and more precisely,
the sub class CHPN allows to get a simpler and compact
form of the complex structure of these systems. Based on
the assets of this formalism, and in order to reach the above
mentioned objectives, we developed a CHPNs based model
to describe the MTS behavior. Afterwards, its properties and
performances will be evaluated and analyzed.

This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we
address a related work. A description of the studied MTS is
given in section III. Then, the CHPNs model of the studied
system is presented in section IV. An illustrative numerical
example and obtained results are presented in section V.
The last section concludes the paper and gives some future
perspectives.

II. RELATED WORK

The dynamics of a public transport systems are usually
modeled as a discrete event systems. Discrete approaches are
suitable for describing the operation of transportation when
the number of the exchange passengers is considered within a
countable set. During peak period for instance, there exists a
large number of passengers into the stations. This may result
the explosion of the number of reachable states. Therefore,
exploiting the model may be difficult or impossible. Thus,
the whole passengers can be considered as a homogeneous
set of passengers and their collective movements look like
continuous flows. Therefore, a continuous approach will
be a good approximation of the passengers dynamics into
the stations. Consequently, the MTS can be considered as
a HDS because of the discrete and continuous aspects of
its components. However, the behavior of these systems is
often extremely complex because of the interaction of these
components.

In the literature, HPNs [6] were successfully applied for
modeling, simulation and performance evaluation of several
HDSs as manufacturing systems [2], communication net-
works [5], microgrid systems [4] and they have also been
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Fig. 1. A multi-modal transportation network

successfully used for studying transportation systems [1], [7],
[8]. For example, the authors of [2] model and manage an
inter-modal freight transport terminals loaded with goods by
a first-order HPNs. The proposed approach allows taking
decisions on the management of transfer speeds and the
quality of resources needed for inter-modal transport units
transferring in case of variation of commercial flows in the
terminal. An optimization approach for congestion manage-
ment of traffic signal control systems has been proposed in
[1] and [7]. The authors of [8] propose a modeling approach
based on CHPNs to model the urban signalized intersection
in order to optimize the traffic signal control of isolated
intersections.

The current paper presents an extension of our research
work presented in [3]. In this paper, we are interested in
determining a compromise between the number of used buses
on the network and the passengers waiting times within the
exchange stations (use a minimum number of buses while
reducing waiting times of passengers).

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDIED MTS
In this paper, we are interested in studying the evolution

of passengers flows transiting between two exchange stations
(S1 and S2) as illustrated in Fig. 1. The passengers exchange
is ensured by shuttles. Each exchange station belongs to
one or more transportation modes (train, subway, tram, etc.).
Each public transportation mode makes a circuit from its
departure station to its arrival station, while serving other
lines of the same mode or those of other modes via exchange
stations. Our approach will be illustrated on a MTS which
is composed of a bus line ensuring a shuttle between S1 and
S2 belonging each to a train line as illustrated in Fig. 1 (by
red circle). Each station contains a buses depot (we suppose
that each depot contains a sufficient number of buses to
ensure the transportation service between S1 and S2). When
the number of buses already circulating on the network is
not enough or is insufficient to respect a giving passengers
waiting time (defined specification and denoted Spec) the
buses of station depot feed the network in order to transport
waiting passengers. The number of transiting buses between

the two stations is denoted n. Each bus is characterized by
its capacity C (C is the maximum number of passengers
that can board a bus at the same time). We consider also
that the train capacities are infinite (which means that all
bus passengers can board into the trains). We suppose that
the buses departure from the exchange stations is allowed
only if the departure order is given after boarding of waiting
passengers. Whereas, we consider that each train arriving
at the exchange station leaves it after disembarking and/or
boarding of passengers and that after a fixed time interval
another train arrives at the station and so on.

IV. MODELING APPROACH WITH CHPNS

In order to present the complex behaviour of our system,
we have developed a CHPNs-based model whose continuous
part is represented by a constant speed continuous Petri nets
(CCPNs) and discrete part is represented by a timed Petri net
and the tokens are identified by colors in order to preserve
the information concerning each transportation means and
stations. As proved in the litterature, CHPN is a powerful tool
for modeling and analyzing hybrid systems. Indeed, this tool
allows to obtain: (i) a graphical representation of the different
parts (discrete and continuous) of the system, (ii) an easy and
efficient modeling of the characteristics of MTS, (iii) and a
performance evaluation. For further detail about this tool, we
refer the reader to [6]. In this section, the proposed CHPNs
based model is presented.

A. Modeling framework

In this paper, we assume that the bus capacity C is
limited and is the same for all buses. For the buses, pas-
sengers disembarking has priority over boarding (sequential
approach), while for the trains passengers we consider that
the disembarking and the boarding take place simultaneously
(parallel approach). We consider that there is no synchro-
nization between the two modes of transportation (trains and
buses). We also consider that the passengers who are going
to disembark from the trains are represented by the random
natural numbers N1 (for the first train line) and N2 (for
the second one) according to the period nature (peak or off-
peak period). Let recall that “peak period” (resp. “off-peak
period”) the period when Nj (8j 2 {1, 2}) is large (resp.
small) compared to the bus capacity C. For example, we
consider that during a peak period Nj > 2⇤C while during an
off-peak period Nj  C. Otherwise, when C < Nj < 2⇤C
we consider that the passenger amount is normal.

B. CHPN model of the studied MTS

In this section, the developed CHPN model of the studied
MTS is given in Fig. 2. It’s obvious that the n buses have the
same behavior and the operation described in S1 (passengers
exchange between trains and buses in S1) is similar to those
in S2. Therefore, the proposed CHPN allows us to have a
simpler and compact model of the complex behavior of the
system. In the CHPN model, we find three sets of colors
associated with places and transitions :
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Fig. 2. Colored hybrid Petri net of the studied MTS

• B = {b1, b2, ..., bn} represents the set of colors associ-
ated with the buses and n is the number of buses in the
network (shuttle circuit).

• S = {s1, s2} corresponds to the set of colors associated
with the two exchanges stations S1 and S2.

• T = {t1, t2} corresponds to the set of colors associated
with the two trains lines, t1 for the first train line and
t2 for the second one.

Two composed colors sets (hbi, sji and htj , sji such as
hbii 2 B, hsji 2 S and htji 2 T ) are used in the developed
model in Fig. 2. The composed color hbi, sji (resp. htj , sji)
associate to each station its buses (resp. trains).

The tables I and II describe the initial marking and the
functions used in the developed model (Fig. 2). The initial
marking of all places which are not indicated in table I equals
to zero. Now, let us present the description of the nodes of
the CHPN model (Fig. 2).

1) Vehicle arrivals and departures : the arrivals and
departures of the vehicles (trains and buses) are modeled
using the discrete P-timed Petri nets (discrete events). In the
following, the places and transitions which represent the bus
and train arrivals and departures are presented.

Lines of buses : the discrete place P

b
Arr models the two

exchange stations S1 and S2. A token hbi, sji in P

b
Arr means

that the bus bi is present at the exchange station Sj . The
initial marking of P

b
Arr is m1 (see table I) and it means

TABLE I
INITIAL MARKING OF THE CHPN OF FIG. 2

Place Value
P

b
Arr m1 =

⇣Sm
i=1hbi, s1i,

Sn
i=m+1hbi, s2i

⌘

P

b
BO m2 = m1

P

b
Dng.Bed m3 =

⇣Sm
i=1 cpi1hbi, s1i,

Sn
i=m+1 cpi2hbi, s2i

⌘

P

b
Free m4 =

⇣Sm
i=1 cvi1hbi, s1i,

Sn
i=m+1 cvi2hbi, s2i

⌘

P

tr
Dep m5 = (ht1, s1i, ht2, s2i)

TABLE II
USED COLOURED FUNCTION IN CHPN OF FIG. 2

Function Definition
succ2 succ2(hbi, sji) = hbi, sj+1i (modulo 2 for j)

proj1(hbi, sji) = proj1(htj , sji) = hsji
fNj fNj(htj , sji) = Njhtj , sji

that, initially, there are m buses in S1 and (n�m) buses in
S2 (n > m). The buses are empty and wait for the departure
order. It’s necessary to note that m and n will be dynamics
according to the period nature.

P

b
Dep is a discrete timed place which represents the

displacement of the bus between S1 and S2. A token hbi, sji
in P

b
Dep means that the bus bi is in displacement towards

Sj . The time ⌧

b
Dep associated with P

b
Dep corresponds to the

travel time between the two stations (which is supposed to
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be the same in the two directions).
The discrete transition T

b
Arr (resp. T

b
Dep) represents the

bus arrivals at (resp. departures from) S1 or S2. The set of
colors associated with these transitions is BS which means
that the transitions T b

Arr and T

b
Dep may be fired by any color

hbi, sji. The function succ2 associated to the arc between
T

b
Dep and P

b
Dep performs a linear transformation of the

colors associated with the transition T

b
Dep. For example, the

firing of the transition T

b
Dep by any color hbi, s1i consists of

removing hbi, s1i from the place P

b
Arr and adding hbi, s2i

(succ2(hbi, s1i) = hbi, s2i) at P

b
Dep which means that the

bus bi left S1 and is in displacement towards S2. The others
arcs of the model without color functions correspond to the
identity (id) function (which means no color change when
firing the transition).

Lines of trains : the discrete sequence (T tr
Arr, P tr

Arr, T tr
Dep,

P

tr
Dep) models the two train lines with their arrivals T

tr
Arr

and departures T

tr
Dep at/from S1 (for train t1) and S2 (for

train t2). The set of colors associated with the transitions
T

tr
Arr and T

tr
Dep is TS. A token htj , sji in P

tr
Arr means

that the train tj arrived at Sj whereas a token in P

tr
Dep

means that it leaves the station. The time ⌧

tr
Dep denotes the

interval between the train tj departure and the next arrival
of another train at Sj (j 2 {1, 2}). Initially, we suppose that
the two trains are in displacement to their corresponding
stations (m5 = (ht1, s1i, ht2, s2i)) (see table I).

2) Exchange of passengers flow : it’s easy to see that the
global capacity of a shuttle bus bi is the sum of the numbers
of tokens of the two places P

b
Dng.Bed and P

b
Free associated

with the same color hbi, sji (Fig. 2), where :
• The continuous place P b

Dng.Bed corresponds to the num-
ber of passengers that will disembark on the exchange
stations (or equivalently the boarded passengers into the
buses). The marking cpijhbi, sji (table I) corresponds to
the number of passengers on board of the bus bi at Sj .

• P

b
Free is a continuous place which represents the num-

ber of empty seats into the buses expressed in number
of passengers (denoted psg). The marking cvijhbi, sji
(table I) represents the free capacity of the bus bi at Sj .

Then, it’s obvious that cpijhbi, sji + cvijhbi, sji= C.
T

b
Dng (resp. T b

Bng) is a continuous transition which models
the passengers disembarking (resp. boarding) through the
buses gates. The set of colors associated with T

b
Dng (resp.

T

b
Bng) is BS. So, the transition T

b
Dng (resp. T

b
Bng) may

be fired by any color hbi, sji which corresponds to the
passengers disembarking from the bus bi on Sj .

The continuous place P

b
Ded models the passengers who

have disembarked from the buses on the two exchange
stations and are going to board into the trains.

T

tr
Bng (resp. T tr

Dng) is a continuous transition which repre-
sents the passengers boarding into (resp. disembarking from)
the trains. The set of colors associated with T

tr
Bng and T

tr
Dng

is TS. The firing of T

tr
Bng by the color htj , sji means that

the passengers board into the train tj .
P

tr
Dng (resp. P tr

Ded) is a continuous place which models the

passengers who are going to disembark (resp. disembarked
passengers) from the trains on the two stations. When the
train t1 arrives at S1 (firing of T tr

Arr by ht1, s1i) we remove
one token ht1, s1i from P

tr
Dep and adding N1ht1, s1i tokens

of the same color (by the function fNj) to P

tr
Dng which

corresponds to the numbers of passengers who want to
disembark on S1.

3) Disembarking and boarding orders : as aforemen-
tioned, in this paper the passengers disembarking take prior-
ity over the boarding for the buses. This priority is ensured
by the following discrete places and transitions :
P

b
LO (resp. P b

BO) is a discrete place which represents the
disembarking (resp. boarding) order of bus passengers on the
stations. The firing of the discrete transition T

b
BO by hbi, sji

allows the boarding order on the bus bi at Sj . This firing
is possible only if all passengers were disembarked from bi

which corresponds to a zero test of the place P

b
Dng.Bed. The

combination of the weight 0+ with an inhibitor arc allows to
perform the zero test of a continuous place. For more details
about the zero test in a continuous place we refer to [6].

4) Departure orders of the buses : P

b
DO is a discrete

place which models the departure order of the buses from the
stations. The departure order of the bus bi from Sj is given
(token hbi, sji in P

b
DO) after both receiving the departure

order (token hbi, sji in Pu) and the bus is full or if there are
no waiting passengers in Sj .

The discrete transition T

b
DO is fired only if the marking

associated with hbi, sji in the place P

b
Free equals to zero

(which means that the bus bi is full) and the firing of the
transition T

t
DO is possible only if the marking associated

with hsji in the place P

tr
Ded equals to zero (which means that

there is no more waiting passengers in Sj), it corresponds to
a zero test of these places (inhibitor arcs with 0+).

5) Departure orders of the two trains : the discrete place
P

tr
DO models the departure order of the trains from the

exchange stations. The firing of the discrete transition T

tr
DO

authorizes the trains departure if both all passengers are
boarded into the trains and all passengers are disembarked
from theses trains, which corresponds to the zero test of the
two places P

b
Ded and P

tr
Dng .

C. Firing speeds of the continuous transitions

Two algorithms have been proposed in the literature for
defining the instantaneous speeds of continuous transitions
[6]. In this study, we will use the CCPN-based (Constant
speed Continuous Petri Net-based) algorithm for which the
firing speed vector of the CHPN remains constant during
each invariant behavior phase (i.e., time interval between two
events which change the behavior of the model).

The maximal firing speeds V

b
Bng and V

b
Dng correspond

respectively to the boarding and disembarking flows in/from
the buses on the stations respectively. In the same way, V tr

Bng

and V

tr
Dng denote respectively the boarding and disembarking

flows in/from the trains. We suppose that the boarding and
disembarking speeds of all buses (resp. trains) are equals.
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V. SIMULATION AND EVALUATION

A. Adopted methodology

The simulation of a HPNs is based on the determination
of its Invariant Behavior States (IBSs) using (1). An IB-state
is defined such that the marking of the discrete places and
the instantaneous speed vector of the continuous transitions
remain constant as long as the system is in the same IB-state.
Formally, this is expressed as follows :

8 t 2 IBSk = [tik tfk]

m(t) = m(tik) +Wk.[�(t� tik) +

Z t

tik

v(u)du] (1)

where, [tik tfk] corresponds to the time slot of the k

th

IBS. Wk is the incidence matrix. The vector �(t � tik)
represents the firing number of each discrete transition be-
tween tik and t  tfk (the components of � associated with
continuous transitions are null). The vector v(u) symbolizes
the instantaneous firing speeds associated with continuous
transitions (the components of v associated with discrete
transitions are null). For more details we refer to [6].

B. Numbers of exchange passengers

The number Nj of passengers who are going to disembark
from the train tj (Nj is given by the colored function fNj

associated to the arc between T

tr
Arr and P

tr
Dng (Fig. 2)),

is a parameter which is not a priori known for each train
arrival. So, for simulation purposes, we propose to randomly
generate these numbers according to peak and off-peak
periods. These numbers will take stochastic values comprised
between two bounds (CInf.Nj and CSup.Nj (j 2 {1, 2}))
according to the following equation :

Nj = CInf.Nj + rand(CSup.Nj � CInf.Nj ) (2)

where rand is a generator function of uniformly distributed
random numbers such that : for all x, 0  rand(x)  x. As
in real situation, the artificial number Nj may be higher, less
or equal to the buses capacity C depending on the period.

C. Simulation results

To prove our methodology, we have performed some sim-
ulations using Matlab software. The simulation algorithm
is based on the determination of the whole IBSs of the
studied system in a finite simulation time. The tables III
and IV recapitulate the required data for the simulation of
the developed model.

According to the bus capacities, the train passengers Nj

(j 2 {1, 2}) are divided into lots of passengers. Each
passengers lot is inferior or equal to the bus capacity C

such as all passengers of the same lot take the same bus.
For example, let’s take N1 = 70 psg. Hence, N1 will be
divided into two lots of passengers, the first one contains
50 psg (which corresponds to the bus capacity) and the
second one contains 20 psg. Two shuttle buses are then
required to ensure the transport of these two passengers
lots. The waiting time of a passengers lot is the difference
between the departure time of the bus that will take these

TABLE III
INPUT DATA OF THE CHPN (FIG. 2)

DATA VALUE
Bus Capacity (C) 50 psg

Bus travel time between S1 and S2 (⌧B.Dep) 15 min

Trains travel time (⌧ trDep) 25 min

Buses disembarking and boarding flows
V

b
Bng= V

b
Dng 30 psg/min

Trains disembarking and boarding flows
V

tr
Bng= V

tr
Dng 120 psg/min

TABLE IV
INPUT PARAMETERS OF THE GENERATION PROCESS OF N1 AND N2

Artificial number Parameters of equation 2
Off-peak period peak period

Nj (j = 1, 2) CInf.Nj
=70 CInf.Nj

=120
CSup.Nj =100 CSup.Nj =200

passengers and the arrival time of the train that brought them
at the station. As aforementioned, one of the purposes of this
contribution is to determine the minimum number of buses
to be used while respecting the considered specification. We
fix this specification to 20 min for the two stations. When
the train tj arrives at Sj we define the number of needed
buses for transporting these passengers to the other station.
Then, we calculate the remaining time of the all circulating
buses in the network to arrive to Sj . This time plus the
passengers disembarking and boarding times must be less
than or equals to Spec = 20 min. If the number of buses
(already circulating between the two stations) that respect
the specification is insufficient, we inject other buses into
the network from the available buses on the station depot.
This injection takes into account the buses already on the
network and that respect the specification.

Studied scenario : The performed simulation for this
scenario (Fig. 3, 4, 5, and 6) corresponds to an off-peak
period of 1 hour followed by a peak period of 2 hour itself
followed by a second off-peak period of 1 hour. During
these periods, stochastic numbers N1 and N2 (Fig. 3) are
generated using (2) with parameters of table IV.

The performed simulation in Fig. 3 corresponds to the
variation of passengers numbers N1 and N2 who are going
to disembark from the two trains on S1 and S2, respectively.
Fig. 4 represents the waiting times of these passengers in
the two stations for n = 4 buses during peak and off-
peak periods. By analyzing this figure, we remark that the
specification is respected in off-peak period whereas it is
not respected in peak period. The specification is respected
for 70 % in this case (Fig. 4). In order to increase the
specification satisfaction, we inject 1 bus into the network
from the stations depot (Fig. 5). By this injection we notice
that the waiting time decreases compared to the Fig. 4, and
the specification satisfaction reaches 90 %. To improve the
quality of service provided to passengers to 100 % during
the two periods, we inject 2 buses during peak period.
Indeed, to respect 100 % of the specification (Fig. 6) the
minimum number of buses to be used in off-peak period is
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Fig. 3. Variation of the artificial numbers N1 (a) and N2 (b)

Fig. 4. Variation of the waiting time in S1 (a) and S2 (b) for n = 4 buses

Fig. 5. Variation of the waiting time in S1 (a) and S2 (b) for n = 5 buses

n = 4 buses, while in peak period n = 6 buses.
Consequently, the number of needed buses for exchanging

the passengers between the two stations depend on the
working period. Indeed, it turns out that a compromise must
be found between the number of used buses on the network
and the passengers waiting times on the exchange stations.

Fig. 6. Variation of the waiting time in S1 (a) and S2 (b) for n = 6 buses

VI. CONCLUSION

After describing the studied multi-modal transportation
system, we have developed a CHPNs based approach for
studying its performances.

In fact, we can summarize the contributions of this work as
follows : (i) model the behavior of the system by a CHPN,
(ii) verify and validate the proposed model by simulation,
(iii) evaluate the evolution of waiting times in the two
exchange stations, (iv) study the influence of the number
of used buses on the passengers waiting times, and finally
(v) finding minimum number of buses to use on the network
to ensure the transport of all exchanged passengers while
respecting a waiting time threshold.

The proposed modeling approach can be used for more
other transport networks with more exchange stations. Future
research will be directed toward a control approach of our
MTS, study more general networks and answer a set of
questions such as large scale system performances.
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